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Hello again, in the Spirit of 
Tackling the Serious Oppression 
of the British people, 

Allow me to ask for your support in defence of Maurice Kirk (and other victims) again, trying 
to keep him out of jail, given his medical condition and the number of false imprisonments 
he's endured already.  

 
Many people have asked before what they could do to help. Now there is a petition to sign. It's 

called WANTED: Fair Trials and Compensation in lieu of an Effective Remedy before National 
Authorities.  

 
The petition is targeted at what Patrick Cullinane coined "HM Partnership". It shows Lewis 

Nicholson's T-shirt, as Maurice sees himself only as a representative of many, many victims of 
financial exploitation and legal oppression.  
 

Maurice would take a printout of signatures with him, should he decide to present himself to 
the Police, or should they come with a Euro Arrest Warrant. You can sign anonymously and 

you can leave a comment, which will become as valuable a document as the comments on the 
Stop the Oppression of the British people petition. 

 
As soon as we have some 200 signatures together, I will contact anybody concerned in "HM 

Partnership", following up with Kenneth Clarke and Vincent Cable and including the Privy 
Council that Maurice is also challenging. Enough is enough!  

 
Patrick Cullinane's, Raymond Fox's and Maurice's case are among the five that I presented to 
the EU Commission for Justice in Brussels. I've just asked Raymond's MEP to follow up. How 

embarrassing is it that, according to Suzon Forscey-Moore RIP, the then Lord Chancellor 
travelled to Strasbourg in 1996 to ensure that the UK continue in her merry ways - without 

respecting human rights that is!? [See para 56 on Suzon's page.]  
 

With a view to our meeting in January, I am working on a report for MPs and victims. It's 
entitled Victims of Financial Exploitation and Legal Oppression - A Brief Sketch of an 

Embarrassing Face of the ‘Big Society’. Do let me know if you have anything to contribute!  
 
I sincerely hope that we'll pick up a few more supportive MPs. Given their 'profile of sympathy' 

based on which ones of our relevant Early Day Motions they signed, there are quite a lot of 
potential supporters!  

 
Please drop also a comment on Maurice's website if you feel like it! In desperation and 

frustration, he's just sent this email to Cardiff Crown Court:  
 

Dear Sir, 
  
Article 6 (Right to Fair Trial) 

  
I ask you again, please, to put my application before court to 'set aside' the hearing of the 2nd 

Nov 2010, heard in my absence due to ill health. 
  

The Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons refused, three times, to put my application to be 
restored before their own court. 

  
In turn, The Judicial Committee Registrar refused, this summer, to put my Appeal before Her 
Majesty's Privy Council court. 

  
I enclose yet another medical report, of today, so there is no ambiguity on the matter that my 
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condition has worsened. 
 

I have been unable to have the hip operation because Crown Prosecution Service refuse to 
disclose my medical records. 

 
Since the four Sep 20 medical reports, accepted with various Welsh courts, my GP sent you an 

update, as well.  
  

I have found no local solictor to help me in this matter  
 
Trusting that you see how Maurice's suffering and battling is representative of thousands of 

victims,  
 

With many thanks again for your help and support, let us use the net and the web as 
effectively as possibly possible!  

 
Sabine 

Publisher, Victims Unite! and Enforcement of Bank of England Act 1694 
McKenzie Friend and Web Publisher, Flying Vet challenges South Wales Police 
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